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For fans of: Carmody, The Japanese House, Tom Misch, Tei Shi 

“…an indie alt-pop dream.” - The Line of Best Fit 
Dundee’s most intriguing duo ST. MARTiiNS return with their refreshing new single ur so pretty, out on 1st 
August 2018 via Big Indie Records. 

ur so pretty is a truly majestic slice of alt-pop from the offset. Celestial, electronic soundscapes soar over sun-
drenched guitar riffs, whilst Katie Lynch’s distinctive, lilting vocals are able drift effortlessly like a hazy dream. 
The duo combine their love of electronica, jazz, indie and pop to create their own blend of lo-fi pop, sounding 
akin to the likes of The Japanese House and Carmody. 

Having met when they were twelve, Katie and Mark Johnston have been inseparable ever since. For them, 
music is an island, their island. Its somewhere to escape to, like the island of St.Maarten which, at least in part, 
explains their name. ST. MARTiiNS have already gained the attention of the likes of Radio X’s John Kennedy 
and BBC Radio Scotland’s Vic Galloway. Previous single do ur words also spent two weeks on the Spotify 
Viral 20 playlist, as well as making the New Music Friday and Hot New Bands playlists amongst numerous 
others. Following in its footsteps, latest single ur so pretty has also made Spotify's New Music Friday UK 
playlist amongst others. They have also received praise from the likes of DIY, The Line of Best Fit, Clash and 
The Skinny to name but a few. 

With ur so pretty, ST. MARTiiNS prepare to captivate listeners further with their cleverly crafted blend of dark-
pop. 

ur so pretty is out on 1st August 2018 via Big Indie Records. 
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